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Introduction
Having specialized for several decades in critical studies of the resurrection of Jesus, I recently decided to update my
Bibliography. What began rather modestly evolved into a five year study of well over 2000 sources on this topic, published
from 1975 to the present in German, French, and English. I was most interested in scholarly trends, resulting in a survey
of well over 100 sub-issues.
One area of concentration was the common historical content recognized by virtually all researchers. For a variety of
reasons, contemporary scholars widely conclude that after his death, Jesus' followers at least thought that they had seen
appearances of the risen Jesus. Do the disciples' beliefs that they had witnessed resurrection appearances provide any
clues as to what may really have occurred? The answer depends on how one accounts for these experiences. Here, where
scholarship differs widely, three chief options prevail. In spite of these differences, it is my contention that this is the
single most crucial aspect of the historical question.
During the examination of this subject, I will attempt to clarify some of the relevant issues in order to narrow the major
options. While I will not choose between these answers regarding the underlying cause, my chief task is to tighten the
focus of the discussion. In the process, I will use chiefly those data to which the vast majority of recent researchers agree,
at least in principle, regardless of their theological positions. Due to the volume of relevant material, I will often resort to
summarized conclusions of recent scholarly trends. The endnotes provide additional background information, perspectives,
argumentation, and other details.
The Disciples' Experiences of the Risen Jesus
The substantially unanimous verdict of contemporary critical scholars is that Jesus' disciples at least believed that Jesus
was alive, resurrected from the dead. Reginald Fuller refers to the disciples’ belief in Jesus' resurrection as "one of the
indisputable facts of history." Upon what was their claim based? Fuller continues that it is clear that the disciples had real
experiences, characterized as appearances or visions of the risen Jesus. Whether these are explained naturally or
supernaturally, this experience "is a fact upon which both believer and unbeliever may agree."[1]
In recent studies of the historical Jesus, this aspect has enjoyed the support of a broad scholarly consensus. E.P Sanders
declares that the "equally secure facts" indicate that Jesus' disciples "saw him (in what sense is not certain) after his death
. . . . Thereafter his followers saw him."[2]
That the vast majority of scholars, in spite of extensive disagreements in other areas, recognizes that the disciples had
some sort of experience is a significant starting point. How these experiences are explained is another matter. But there
are some rather impressive reasons that explain such a widespread, initial conclusion. We will begin by listing eight
pointers, four from Paul and four more from various other sources.
(1) Contemporary critical scholars agree that the apostle Paul is the primary witness to the early resurrection experiences.
A former opponent (1 Cor. 15:9; Gal. 1:13-14; Phil. 3:4-7), Paul states that the risen Jesus appeared personally to him (1
Cor. 9:1; 15:8; Gal. 1:16). The scholarly consensus here is attested by atheist Michael Martin, who avers: "However, we
have only one contemporary eyewitness account of a postresurrection appearance of Jesus, namely Paul’s."[3]
(2) In addition to Paul's own experience, few conclusions are more widely recognized than that, in 1 Corinthians 15:3ff.,
Paul records an ancient oral tradition(s). This pre-Pauline report summarizes the early Gospel content, that Christ died for
human sin, was buried, rose from the dead, and then appeared to many witnesses, both individuals and groups.
Paul is clear that this material was not his own but that he had passed on to others what he had received earlier, as the
center of his message (15:3). There are many textual indications that the material pre-dates Paul. Most directly, the
apostle employs paredoka and parelabon, the equivalent Greek terms for delivering and receiving rabbinic tradition (cf. 1
Cor. 11:23). Indirect indications of a traditional text(s) include the sentence structure and verbal parallelism, diction, and
the triple sequence of kai hoti Further, several non-Pauline words, the proper names of Cephas (cf. Lk. 24:34) and
James, and the possibility of an Aramaic original are all significant. Fuller attests to the unanimity of scholarship here: "It
is almost universally agreed today that Paul is here citing tradition."[4] Critical scholars agree that Paul received the
material well before this book was written.[5]
The most popular view is that Paul received this material during his trip to Jerusalem just three years after his conversion,
to visit Peter and James, the brother of Jesus (Gal. 1:18-19), both of whose names appear in the appearance list (1 Cor.
15:5; 7). An important hint here is Paul's use of the verb historesai (1:18), a term that indicates the investigation of a
topic.[6] The immediate context both before and after reveals this subject matter: Paul was inquiring concerning the
nature of the Gospel proclamation (Gal. 1:11-2:10), of which Jesus' resurrection was the center (1 Cor. 15:3-4, 14, 17;
Gal. 1:11, 16).

Critical scholars generally agree that this pre-Pauline creed(s) may be the earliest in the New Testament. Ulrich Wilckens
asserts that it "indubitably goes back to the oldest phase of all in the history of primitive Christianity."[7] Joachim
Jeremias agrees that it is, "the earliest tradition of all."[8] Perhaps a bit too optimistically, Walter Kasper even thinks that
it was possibly even "in use by the end of 30 AD . . . ."[9]
Indicating the wide approval on this subject, even more skeptical scholars frequently agree. Gerd Ludemann maintains
that "the elements in the tradition are to be dated to the first two years after the crucifixion of Jesus. . . . not later than
three years. . . . the formation of the appearance traditions mentioned in I Cor.15.3-8 falls into the time between 30 and
33 CE. . . ."[10] Similarly, Michael Goulder thinks that it "goes back at least to what Paul was taught when he was
converted, a couple of years after the crucifixion."[11] Thomas Sheehan agrees that this tradition "probably goes back to
at least 32-34 C.E., that is, to within two to four years of the crucifixion."[12] Others clearly consent.[13]
Overall, my recent overview of critical sources mentioned above indicates that those who provide a date generally opt for
Paul's reception of this report relatively soon after Jesus’ death, by the early to mid-30s A.D.[14] This provides an
additional source that appears just a half step removed from eyewitness testimony.
(3) Paul was so careful to assure the content of his Gospel message, that he made a second trip to Jerusalem (Gal. 2:110) specifically to be absolutely sure that he had not been mistaken (2:2). The first time he met with Peter and James
(Gal. 1:18-20). On this occasion, the same two men were there, plus the apostle John (2:9). Paul was clearly doing his
research by seeking out the chief apostles. As Martin Hengel notes, "Evidently the tradition of I Cor. 15.3 had been
subjected to many tests" by Paul.[15]
These four apostles were the chief authorities in the early church, and each is represented in the list of those who had seen
the resurrected Jesus (1 Cor. 15:5-7). So their confirmation of Paul's Gospel preaching (Gal. 2:9), especially given the
apostolic concern to insure doctrinal truth in the early church, is certainly significant. On Paul's word, we are again just a
short distance from a firsthand report.
(4) Not only do we have Paul's account that the other major apostles confirmed his Gospel message, but he provides the
reverse testimony, too. After listing Jesus' resurrection appearances, Paul tells us he also knew what the other apostles
were preaching regarding Jesus' appearances, and it was the same as his own teaching on this subject (1 Cor. 15:11). As
one, they proclaimed that Jesus was raised from the dead (15:12, 15). So Paul narrates both the more indirect
confirmation of his Gospel message by the apostolic leaders, plus his firsthand, direct approval of their resurrection
message.
(5) Critical scholars usually recognize that James, the brother of Jesus, was a rather skeptical unbeliever prior to Jesus'
crucifixion (Mk. 3:21-35; Jn. 7:5). Not long afterwards, James is a leader of the Jerusalem church, where Paul finds him
during his two visits (Gal. 1:18-19; 2:1-10; cf. Acts 15:13-21). In-between, the pre-Pauline statement in 1 Corinthians
15:7 states that the risen Jesus appeared to James.
Scholars find several reasons for believing that James was an unbeliever before this event. John Meier points out that
James' unbelief is multiply attested. Further, the criterion of embarrassment is probably the strongest consideration, since
it would be highly unlikely that the early church would otherwise sponsor what would potentially be some "deeply
offensive" statements regarding Jesus' brother, as well as a major leader. To a lesser extent, the criterion of coherence
indicates a similarity between Jesus' frequent call to place God before one's family, and Jesus' own example, in that he did
the same although some of his own family members were unbelievers.[16]
Surprisingly, Fuller concludes that even if the New Testament had not referenced the resurrection appearance to James,
"we should have to invent" one in order to account for his conversion and his promotion to his lofty position in the
Jerusalem church![17] The majority of recent scholars, including many rather skeptical ones, agree that James was
converted from unbelief by Jesus' personal appearance.[18]
(6) Many other early creedal texts are found throughout the New Testament. Many scholars think that the Book of Acts
incorporates some of these early traditions, located in the sermons contained there.[19] They are generally identified by
factors such as their compactness, theological simplicity, and because the structure, style, and/or diction reflect word
patterns other than the author's. Not as widely accepted as the pre-Pauline tradition(s) in 1 Corinthians 15:3ff., it still
appears that a majority of critical scholars conclude that some of these snippets reflect the early preaching of the Gospel
message.[20] The risen Jesus is the center of each tradition, and Jesus' appearances are mentioned frequently.[21]
These Acts traditions are often dated very early. Gerald O’Collins thinks that this book "incorporates resurrection formulae
which stem from the thirties."[22] John Drane concludes that this material "almost certainly goes back to the time
immediately after the resurrection event is alleged to have taken place."[23]
(7) Virtually no critical scholar questions that the disciples’ convictions regarding the risen Jesus caused their radical
transformation, even being willing to die for their beliefs. Their change does not evidence the resurrection appearances

per se, but it is a clear indication that the disciples at least thought that they had experienced the risen Jesus.[24]
Alternatives must account for this belief.
(8) In the study mentioned at the outset of this essay, I found that approximately 75% of the surveyed scholars accept
one or more arguments for the historicity of the empty tomb. The remaining 25% accept one or more arguments against
the early church's knowledge of an empty tomb. If the majority is correct that Jesus' burial tomb was later found empty,
this perhaps adds some credibility to the disciples' claim that they saw the risen Jesus. If the minority view is correct, this
reason would of course not support Jesus' appearances.[25]
The survey revealed almost two dozen reasons supporting Jesus’ empty tomb. These include the potentially embarrassing
but unanimous agreement in all four Gospels that women were the earliest witnesses, Jerusalem being the least-likely
place for a resurrection proclamation, the attestation by multiple sources, the early pre-Pauline creed (1 Cor. 15:3-4)
implying an empty tomb (cf. the possible early tradition in Acts 13:29-31, 36-37), along with the later report that the
Jewish leaders conceded it (Matt. 28:11-15).[26]
The minority position that accepted one or more reasons against the empty tomb cited a total of about a dozen opposing
considerations. These tend to center on the lateness of the Gospel reports, Paul's lack of discussion (and perhaps
knowledge) of the empty tomb, and that the report served apologetic purposes in Christian preaching.
The empty tomb is not as widely held as are the other historical reasons for the disciples' experiences, which are seldom
disputed. Still, most critical scholars agree that Jesus' tomb was found empty. James D.G. Dunn concludes: "I have to
say quite forcefully: the probability is that the tomb was empty. As a matter of historical reconstruction, the weight of
evidence points firmly to the conclusion. . . ." Potential alternative explanations are not feasible.[27] Historian Michael
Grant surprisingly states that "the historian . . . cannot justifiably deny the empty tomb" because normally applied
historical criteria indicate that, "the evidence is firm and plausible enough to necessitate the conclusion that the tomb was
indeed found empty."[28]
These eight reasons indicate why virtually all recent scholars conclude that the disciples thought that they had seen the
risen Jesus. Paul's eyewitness testimony, the early date of the pre-Pauline creed(s) in 1 Corinthians 15:3ff., scrutinizing
his Gospel message at least twice before the chief apostles who were also witnesses, and Paul's knowledge of their
eyewitness teaching on the resurrection appearances produces a simply astounding, interconnected line of evidence nearly
unheard of in ancient documents. Howard Clark Kee surprisingly remarks that Paul's research "can be critically examined
and compared with other testimony from eyewitnesses of Jesus, just as one would evaluate evidence in a modern court or
academic setting."[29]
Further, four additional reasons include the conversion of James from unbelief after witnessing an appearance from his
brother Jesus, other early creedal texts in Acts and elsewhere, the disciples' transformation, and the possibility of the
empty tomb. It is clear that the disciples were thoroughly convinced that Jesus was raised from the dead and that they
had seen him. Still other factors could be mentioned, but these are sufficient for our purposes.[30]
No other thesis viably opposes the conclusion that the disciples at least thought that Jesus was raised from the dead. This
was what Fuller termed "one of the indisputable facts of history." The disciples thought that they had witnessed Jesus'
appearances, which, however they are explained, "is a fact upon which both believer and unbeliever may agree."[31]
Fuller adds that "[e]ven the most skeptical historian" must do one more thing: "postulate some other event" that is not the
disciples' faith, but the reason for their faith, in order to account for their experiences. Of course, both natural and
supernatural options have been proposed.[32]
For the remainder of this article, we will survey the major categorical options that propose explanations to account for the
disciples' belief that they had actually seen the risen Jesus. Although we will not decide here on a specific cause, it is my
contention that even narrowing the options can be of great assistance in addressing the single most crucial aspect of these
historical issues.
Accounting for the Disciples' Experiences
Each of the eight reasons above argues clearly for the belief that Jesus was seen alive after his crucifixion. The widespread
view of contemporary scholars is that a visual claim was being made, either as a perceived revelation or as some type of
presence. The disciples proclaimed that they had seen appearances of Jesus. This is what Paul clearly attested. The prePauline creed lists Peter, James, and the other apostles as recipients. Peter, James, and John were all present when Paul's
Gospel was affirmed. Paul knew of their preaching on Jesus' appearances. Most scholars agree that Jesus' tomb was
empty. As a result, these disciples were transformed.
Recent scholars agree. Helmut Koester points out that, "We are on much firmer ground with respect to the appearances of
the risen Jesus and their effect." Jesus' appearances "cannot very well be questioned."[33] Bart Ehrman declares: "we
can say with complete certainty that some of his disciples at some later time insisted that . . . he soon appeared to them,
convincing them that he had been raised from the dead."[34] Ehrman adds: "Historians, of course, have no difficulty

whatsoever speaking about the belief in Jesus' resurrection, since this is a matter of public record."[35] Holtz thinks that
the disciples' "experience of resurrection . . . is in fact an undeniable historical event."[36] Ludemann reminds us that the
appearance language employed by Paul is that of sight: "active sensual perception. . . . Paul is claiming a visual side to the
appearance . . . ."[37] More specifically, Paul thinks that Jesus appeared in his "transformed spiritual resurrection
corporeality."[38]
It seems clear that the disciples were utterly persuaded that the risen Jesus had appeared to them. The data are strong
enough that this is granted by virtually all critical scholars. Can we get any closer to the nature of the experience that
convinced the disciples? We will mention three avenues, each of which presents its own problems.
Those who deny (or question) whether the disciples actually saw Jesus in some sense would seemingly sever the
connection between what the disciples thought, and what really happened. They generally move in either of two
directions, by directly or indirectly positing their solution.
(1) The more popular of the two skeptical approaches, reaching its heyday in nineteenth century thought, posed a
naturalistic theory to account for the data. Such a move basically accepted the strongest historical facts, while veering off
in a natural direction instead of affirming the resurrection.[39]
However, in spite of a minority resurgence at present,[40] this approach has proven to be the most difficult. In fact, the
vast majority of critical scholars reject this option. They are often well aware that the weight of the known historical facts
opposes each of the proposals, and comparatively few attempt it. Scholars generally concede that there are multiple
historical problems with each of the options.
For instance, Raymond Brown refers to these theses as "gratuitous charges."[41] James D.G. Dunn charges that these
"alternative interpretations of the data fail to provide a more satisfactory explanation."[42] Stephen Davis agrees: "All of
the alternative hypotheses with which I am familiar are historically weak; some are so weak that they collapse of their own
weight once spelled out. . . . the alternative theories that have been proposed are not only weaker but far weaker at
explaining the available historical evidence. . . ."[43] John A.T. Robinson admits that, "It is indeed very difficult to dismiss
[Jesus' appearances] and still find a credible explanation."[44]
(2) Another option[45] is the agnostic plea that we do not (or cannot) really know what happened. The disciples indeed
were sincere in their belief that they saw Jesus, but we cannot determine the cause.
This position sometimes seems to reject even the possibility of actual appearances, rather than following the data to its
conclusion. The approach is difficult to maintain, since its question mark could be answered by the many factual
considerations. Perhaps we have plenty of evidence already to decide the case, especially since we used only those
minimal data that virtually all critical scholars accept, including agnostics. So critics must not reject, or pull up short of,
the results that are indicated by their own research, which may clearly indicate that more than an undefined "something"
occurred to Jesus' disciples.
Recognized historical particulars must be accounted for in a viable manner. For example, perhaps the eight areas
mentioned above could settle the matter of the cause of the disciples' experiences. But simply to label these data as
insufficient does not explain them--they may be precisely what is capable of solving the historical issue. With Fuller, many
scholars counter that we are capable of positing a cause for the disciples' faith beyond the faith itself.[46]
(3) In my study mentioned at the outset of this essay, by far the most popular option at present is that Jesus was actually
raised in some form, either as an objective vision or in a transformed body.[47] The former view was more popular a few
decades ago, while the latter appears clearly to be the majority view at present . Reasons such as those listed here are
most frequently mentioned for establishing this position, each of which points to a visual event that changed the disciples'
lives, completely convincing them that they had seen the risen Jesus.
Besides the rejoinders posed by the naturalistic hypotheses, various a priori objections have been proposed. While seldom
addressed specifically to the resurrection, these philosophical misgivings are aimed at miracles in general. For example,
naturalists or more deistic thinkers object that miraculous events do not occur. Or, these reservations might concern
background information (as with Bayes Theorem), or issues regarding the nature of the evidence. While favored by some
philosophers, these responses are also opposed by many.[48]
Conclusion
I have argued that at the center of the historical issue regarding the resurrection appearances is that Jesus' disciples were
totally convinced that they had seen the risen Jesus. Many strong reasons support the historicity of these beliefs. Virtually
all critical scholars agree that these the disciples' convictions are thoroughly historical.

Do the disciples' beliefs that they had experienced resurrection appearances provide any clues as to what caused these
convictions? We have outlined three chief options. It is not our purpose here to choose between these general paths that
purport to account for the cause of the disciples' experiences.
One option might potentially show itself to be superior. For example, since many researchers accept the maxim that a
viable natural hypothesis is to be accepted before a supernatural one, postulating and checking alternative scenarios by
the known data will probably continue. This process makes sense. On the other hand, if alternative theses continually fail
amid dissatisfaction with agnostic reluctance, the reasons favoring the disciples' experiences might indicate that the most
likely scenario is that the disciples actually did see the risen Jesus.
In general, the more thoroughly one option fails, the more likely the others become. And the more strongly an option is
established, the more the others diminish. Even without a final solution here, however, there is still value in honing our
instruments and narrowing our options.
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